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Personalised grand villas in nature's backyard



You’ve always aspired to own a villa but you never opted for one for many 

reasons. Here’s your best opportunity to experience the villa life at 

Urbanbrick Castle. Featuring inspiring villas enveloped by picturesque 

hills, this painstakingly designed destination echoes brilliance.

With a bouquet of exclusive features and luxuries, it matches your 

expectations and aspirations. So, own your villa at the Urbanbrick Castle. 

It’s rare and refined.



Unmatched internal & external infrastructure 

Villas tailored to your taste

World-class gated community

Residential NA Plots with individual 7/12

Enviable connectivity

Thoughtfully created one-of-its-kind clubhouse
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 Ready-to-build residential NA plots 
 Sale deed for each individual plot
 Plots with 7/12 in owner’s name 
 Complete maintenance assistance

Plots starting from
1600 sq. ft. to 4000 sq. ft. with 1.4 FSI

A 14-acre plot and villa community
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Inspired by quaint countryside and medieval 

palaces, the ‘Club One’ has been intelligently 

designed to revive the art of coming together. It’s a 

stage for like-minded individuals to come together 

and celebrate life. Take a swim, have a drink at the 

old-style restaurants or simply sit watching the sun 

set. So get set to be a part of a community that 

loves coming together.

Heightened by giant red pillars at the entrance, 

Club One is a place where sunlight thrives, winds fill 

every corner and the leaves sway freely. Without 

any typical walls, windows or enclosed spaces, this 

one-of-its-kind architecture is born out of the idea 

to unfree yourself, to not be restricted to spaces 

and to enjoy every facet like never before.
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Party Lawn





Location Google Pin: https://goo.gl/maps/DqLEeSMGITXKMNaA

LOCATION MAP

Site Address:

Somatne Phata, Gat No. 197,

off Mumbai-Pune Highway,

Village: Parandwadi, Tal: Maval, Pune.

Mumbai-Pune Expressway: 3 mins

Baner: 20 mins

Lonavala: 25 mins

Navi Mumbai: 45 mins

All plans, layout, drawings, amenities, specifications, mentioned in the brochure may be subject to change at the discretion of the developer. The construction shall be as per prevalent rules and regulations, subject to necessary approvals. 
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Excellence – a word that captures what we do at Urban Brick. Be it understanding our customers, building 

the right spaces for them or proving the best of services, we’ve always strived to deliver excellence. No 

wonder, the three core values we identify with are: customer centricity, quality and transparency.

Urbanbrick has consistently stood at the forefront of style and sensibility. Through Urbanbrick Castle, we 

are bringing a thoughtfully crafted destination for modern-day kings.

TRANSPARENCYCUSTOMER CENTRICITY

 QUALITY

,



Personalised grand villas in nature's backyard

www.urbanbrick.co.in    sales@urbanbrick.co.in    80074 02727    MahaRERA No.: P52100025688


